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Abstract

Modern biological science addresses a variety of subjects using an

array of analytical techniques. Few relations between subject and tech-

nique are exclusive, making for a very large number of potential work-

flows, combinatorially-speaking. While this diversity is to be cele-

brated, it presents informatics challenges that require resolution if the

data-sharing ambitions of many funders are to be realised, and the

consequent benefits to science obtained. There is increasingly-orga-

nised movement towards consensus on data and reporting standards

for the biosciences, but significant hurdles remain: scientists must be

convinced of the value of the exercise, and user-friendly, time-efficient

and robust tools are required. The ‘Minimum Information for Biologi-

cal and Biomedical Investigations’ (MIBBI) Project, which promotes

and develops guidance on the content that experimental reports should

contain, is dependent on progress in both these areas.

Introduction

In recent years the suffix ‘omics’ has come rather too much into use. While conveying some

information about the intent of an investigation (for example, ‘proteomics’ indicating the

study of the protein complement of a [biological] sample), the various omics-terminated

terms came more commonly to connote sets of associated technologies (for proteomics,

mass spectrometry). For reasons both sociological and technological, nascent societies asso-
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ciated with these emerging omics fields spawned standards bodies tasked to smooth out the

wrinkles in their data sharing landscape, but those standards bodies’ scopes overlapped (for

example, mass spectrometry has many uses beyond proteomics), resulting in redundancy of

effort. Coordination became essential; not just amongst omics fields, but with the wider

bioscience community, within which similar efforts were progressing for a variety of areas,

focused on particular fields/workflows.

Given the innumerable combinations of areas of enquiry and techniques of investigation

within the biosciences, an appropriate approach is to develop modular solutions (i. e., separ-

able parts; whether of a vocabulary, format or set of guidelines). The Ontology of Biome-

dical Investigations (OBI; http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/obi), and at a higher level the Open

Biomedical Ontologies project ([1]; http://obofoundry.org/) of which it is part, reflect this

approach; as do the structures of data exchange formats such as FuGE [2] and ISA-Tab [3].

Such modules require a general framework to define and contextualise them; if that frame-

work is shared between resources their combined use is simplified. The framework used by

an increasing number of projects, including ISA-Tab and the MIBBI Foundry (described

later) consists most importantly of three concepts: Investigation, Study and Assay (Figure 1).

In this simple framework, an Investigation is defined as a body of work consisting of one or

more Studies (which normally centre on a biological question or a particular source materi-

al), each of which may contain one or more Assays (usually some kind of data-generating

analysis).

Figure 1. A graphical representation of the Investigation/Study/Assay (ISA) hierarchy,

used as a basic framework for the data structures underlying an increasing number of

standardisation projects such as MIBBI and ISA-Tab.
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On Coordination

There are various efforts to coordinate the development of standards (OBI/OBO, MIBBI,

FuGE, ISA-Tab, etc.; [4]). The situation is still in flux, but promises to continue to settle

down as patterns and precedents become more established. In recent years, one significant

driver has been policy development by funding agencies. Their various statements and

regulations relating to data sharing [5] all parallel statements made by the Organisation for

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD; http://oecd.org/), which holds that pub-

licly-funded research data are a public good, produced in the public interest, and should be

openly available to the maximum extent possible.

Broadly, there are three kinds of standard: data formats such as ISA-Tab; vocabularies/

ontologies such as those in OBO; and Minimum Information (MI) checklists, which are

the focus of this paper. MI checklists are guidance documents specifying the information that

should be provided when reporting research work. Historically, these have been developed

by groups working within particular biological or technological domains. The resulting

fragmentation made it difficult to obtain an overview of ongoing projects, or to track

progress. Furthermore, having been developed independently, checklists were frequently

partially redundant against each other, and arbitrary decisions on wording and substructuring

in the overlaps ensured that integration would be laborious. This made it impractical for

potential users to combine parts of checklists to make guidance documents appropriate for

their own workflow.

The MIBBI Project

The Minimum Information for Biological and Biomedical Investigations (MIBBI) Project is

an international collaboration between communities developing MI checklists. In addition to

its general goals of promoting the use of MI checklists to funders, publishers and the

community, and of promoting the development of checklist-supportive tools and databases,

the project has two specific goals, with two corresponding sections on the website:

The MIBBI Portal (http://mibbi.org/index.php/MIBBI_portal) exists as an organising point

for the many MI checklist projects underway in the community. As a ‘shop window’ for

such projects, the MIBBI Portal increases the likelihood that users and potential contributors

will discover a project appropriate to their needs. It also acts as a rallying point for new

projects, bringing them into the ‘checklist community’, encouraging collaboration.

The MIBBI Foundry (http://www.mibbi.org/index.php/MIBBI_foundry) takes the overlap-

ping, hard-to-integrate contents of the various Portal checklists and reworks them into a suite

of checklist modules that can be reassembled to fit any number of workflows. A browse

interface (http://mibbi.org/index.php/MICheckout) allows users to specify their areas of

interest and download compiled sets of these modules, as HTML (for browsing), as XML
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Schema (for model-driven software, inter alia), as a tab-delimited file (simple spreadsheet),

or as a configuration for ISAcreator (http://isatab.sourceforge.net/), for data collection/man-

agement/submission.

Ultimately, we envision a situation where different communities ‘own’ parts of the MIBBI

Foundry’s content, with shared ownership over common features such as ‘organism’, ‘per-

son’, or ‘environment’. This body of guidance then becomes a unified expression of the

information required when reporting bioscience research, which should then be referenced

by software and database developers, viewing it as their driving ‘use case’.

The Objections to Fuller Reporting

The potential benefits of the widespread sharing of well-annotated data sets are significant;

the extraction of further value from existing data; the re-use of data in meta studies; the

maintenance of a solid evidence base for claims made in the literature; and so on. However,

this is not the whole picture. For those who generate the data, whose worth is assessed

through the value they extract from it while they have sole access, and who must invest the

time to encode, describe and share it, things can look rather different. Although most are

governed by funding conditions that mandate data sharing, such strictures rarely obtain

greater than the minimum of effort; ‘data generators’ must be positively encouraged to share

their data.

The arguments against data sharing are of four kinds: (1) that the loss of intellectual property

reduces the chances for researchers to maximally exploit their data; (2) that neither the

money nor the tools are available to support data sharing; (3) that other’s shared data will

potentially be of low quality, a problem exacerbated by the difficulty of post hoc quality

assessment; (4) that others (especially bioinformaticians) will benefit from the investment in

the shared data without credit accruing to the originator. However, all of these issues can or

have been addressed.

Under the policy of most funders, intellectual property is protected for a period of years after

data are generated, allowing for most value to be extracted before the data are shared with

the wider community. It is also fairly normal these days to apply for funds for data manage-

ment as part of a funding application; and as the standards that will support data sharing

settle down, so we have seen tools begin to emerge. The issue of data quality is a difficult

one. Many funders require that all data are shared, including data that were not the subject of

a publication, and therefore have not been peer-reviewed. The solution will most likely come

from databases, who will (and in some cases already do [6]) use metadata and statistical

analyses to assess the likely quality of a data set, but even data of moderate quality can be

useful if suitably annotated (data processing techniques may improve, for example).
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The objection that no credit accrues from data reuse is challenging. To acknowledge one’s

peers is central to the scientific process, yet the re-use of downloaded data is often unac-

knowledged. Even where it is acknowledged, there is normally no way for standard assess-

ments of academic performance to count the ‘impact’ of such a thing. The solution is firstly

to make data sets ‘citeable’ through the use of Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs), secondly to

ensure that referees are as ardent about missing citations for data sets used as for papers, and

lastly to ensure that literature databases, funders and faculties count these as the equivalent

of normal citations [7]. A side benefit of making data sets citeable is that the quality of

annotation may improve further: if the re-use of a data set is governed by its utility, then it

follows that higher quality annotation, by improving utility (both because the data set is

better characterised, and because the additional annotation may increase the chance of

orthogonal re-use) will cause the data set to be re-used more frequently, with more credit

accruing to the generator of those data.

Summary

The MIBBI Project seeks to coalesce fragmented efforts to develop MI checklists, and

ultimately to provide a unified set of checklist modules by re-using the work of individual

communities. This parallels unification efforts for other kinds of standard (formats, voca-

bularies) and complements the desire of funders and publishers for increased data sharing.

However, the success of the MIBBI Project, and of efforts to increase data sharing generally,

depend on the instigation of a system to uniquely identify data sets, on the use of that system

by those who assess the worth of researchers, and on the availability of appropriate, robust

tools.
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